


1984...Now intends to reflect upon the values of the world we live in today, and takes a step back; with touches 
of humor and optimism woven through a dystopian tale. Using peaceful weapons such as hope, humour, love 
and light, the purpose of the show is to denunciate dictators and dictatorships ruling over citizens of the world, 
under of cover of being a kind Big Brother with good intentions. The show points its finger at a crumbling freedom 
of expression, of thought and at the intellectual and political sleepiness of the people. We need to wake up, raise 
consciousness and educate ourselves. In this show, we find hope, faith in the Human kind and his ideals.

Like every citizen of Europia today, Winston and Julia lead robotic lives without freedom of thought, without 
pleasure, without joy, without trust, without questions, without possible questioning. Big Brother has been ruling 
over the continent of Europia; no one can recall for how long. 

Like every winner, the Party of Big Brother writes history. “Who controls the Past, controls the Future. Who controls 
the Present, controls the Past.” Through the Party Press, and Party school books, citizens are told from a young age 
what to think, how to think, what topics to discuss, and what jokes can or cannot be made. Regular celebrations of 
“Hate Week” indoctrinate Winston and Julia and every citizen to hate the enemies of the Party and the enemies of 
the nation, thus ensuring that individual opinions conform to the views of the government. Citizens of Europia are 
carefully observed by the Thought Police, through the omnipresent FaceScreens (TV screens and social networks) 
that have replaced books and handwriting and human relationships. They are constantly subjected to propaganda, 
in the form of pushy, repetitive advertising. Those who simply question the system or disobey orders are heavily 
punished for their Thought Crime and taken to Room 101, feared by all.

“Big Brother is watching you.” “Big Brother is looking after you”. “Big Brother cares for you.” Because of constant 
attacks by enemies and fear spread through the media, Europia needs to fight many wars and the citizens need 
more security and protection from Big Brother. Thus they willingly submit to being observed by an ever-increasing 
number of video cameras, erasing the barriers between private and public life in order to facilitate the identification 
of terrorists and enemies of the Party. Each citizen has to wear a QR Code on their hand as an ID and as a credit 
card to make transactions transparent to the Party. 

Winston appears to be a quiet and obedient citizen. But we discover that he questions the Party.  He wonders if the 
enemies really exist. Who benefits from the wars? What are the right values? Is what he has been told from a young 
age true? One can hardly find his moral compass in a world where sins have spread and values are reversed…

Winston comes to secretly hate the Party. Later on, he discovers Julia, a rebel like him. Together, they find a 
way to restore the values that the Party reversed. In order to stay free in their minds, their strategy lies in creating 
balance, experiencing pleasures without excess, learning the rules of the system to break them discreetly, building 
community to develop autonomy from the bureaucratic Party, learning to fight, educating themselves, claiming 
their intellectual curiosity and integrity, and cultivating love and hope.

We follow Chiara Meloni and Massimo Capuano of Compagnia Degli Gnomi as Winston and Julia, in “1984...
Now,” an adventure adapting George Orwell’s master work “1984” and Anasma’s solo dance work since 2008, 
with songs and lyrics from her first album “Chance is Back.” The show takes the spectator between fiction and 
reality, between past, present and future, into a space where literature meets live performance and digital media, 
and where world dances, physical theater, silent movies, mime and singing convey a strong and very actual 
political message. With an original soundtrack by Blastermind, lyrics written and sung by Anasma, audio-visual 
effects by “Lea  and Nico Features”and Margaux Rodrigues.

1984...NOW
Letter 
of Intent 

am i a free man?



Before the show begins, spectators are given many flyers, representing Party propaganda. Red belts are laid 
on their seats. As the show begins, they are instructed to put them on around their waists, so that they have no 
other choice than to be Party members. 

PART 1- GENESIS OF EUROPIA

SCENE 1 “FALLEN ANGEL”

A Fallen Angel escapes from Heaven. He finds Pandora’s Box containing all the Evils of Earth, and he takes his 
revenge by spreading sins on Earth. Four sins come out of it: Gluttony represented by a chocolate bar, Lust in 
the form of panties, Narcissism/ Vanity symbolized by a mirror, and Greed in the shape of paper money.
First willing to forgive him and save him, God finally decides to punish the rebellious Fallen Angel and banishes 
him from Heaven. Embracing his true identity, the Little Devil leaves and takes the box with him…

SCENE 2 “DOUBLE THINK”

The Little Devil transforms God’s earthly creation into to the world of “Europia Today” where values are reversed, 
and citizens are monitored and oppressed by the Little Devil’s vassal, Big Brother. It is the birth of “Doublethink”, and 
the loss of a clear distinction between good and evil... Money is the only master. Sex has replaced love. Gluttony is 
the only way to appreciate food. Narcissism and intense individualism have replaced any healthy relation to another 
person. “War is Peace, Freedom is Slavery, Ignorance is Strength.”
 

SCENE 4 “HATE WEEK”

6 PM, the grand call for Hate Week, Big Brother addresses the Citizens of Europia. He exposes his values (initially 
reversed and set by the Fallen Angel) and rallies the masses against the Party’s greatest enemy and betrayer: 
G-LoveStein, leader of the Underground revolution, who pretends to be a Love Soldier.

SYNOPSIS

SCENE 3 “EUROPIA TODAY”

Today. Europia. Like every other citizen of the continent - surrounded by and spied upon through omnipresent  
FaceScreen (TV Screens, smart phones, social networks…), and closely controlled by the Thought Police - Winston 
and Julia lead robotic lives without freedom of thought, without pleasure, without joy, without trust, without possible 
questioning, and without social interactions. Community is destroyed. Family is destroyed. Individuals are destroyed. 
Winston and Julia go to the factory everyday. The QR code tattooed on their right hands serves as a National ID, 
credit card, and health record. As they enter and exit the factory, they present their fists to log hours.

At home, they are alone, isolated; and fed a steady diet of propaganda by the Party’s radio programs and video 
games. Party-branded liquors and cigarettes destroy their health. Propaganda messages are broadcasted on huge, 
FaceScreens at work, in the streets, and in even in their homes. 
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PART 2- THOUGHTCRIME

SCENE 1 “SECRET JOURNALING” AND SCENE 2 “THE ESCAPE”

Deep inside, Winston thinks differently. He senses that something is wrong with his world and with his current 
leader. He questions the intentions of Big Brother and of the Party. 
Putting himself in danger by committing Thoughtcrime, Winston starts journaling secretly. He yearns for an 
escape from Europia Today, for a different life. His Consciousness appears as a shadow and dances in his 
dreams, getting angry at the traffic jams, questioning values imposed by the Party and the social network 
Facescreen that really serves to isolate. When Winston wakes up, and the Consciousness vanishes. He has to 
go to work.

SCENE 3 “ANOTHER REBEL, JULIA”

That next day, at the factory, Julia, a co-worker Winston has never noticed before, gives him a love note. Later on, on 
the street, he manages to make her trip and fall. As he helps her up, he gives her a note with his home address. They 
know that sensual meetings are strictly forbidden. Only watching pornography is allowed... Only married couples may 
have sexual interactions, with the sole objective of having babies who will be delivered the Party, to be raised and 
educated with Party values (2+2=5). Advertising campaigns for the Anti-Sex League are everywhere. 

SCENE 2 “MODERN EPOCH”

Winston and Julia keep fostering rebellious thoughts. One night, they watch a famous movie from the Past, forbidden 
by the Party – which tries to erase anything from the Past. The film is  “Modern Epoch” starring Charlie Number 6, a 
rebellious hero of the Past, way before Today. Charlie dances on the screen… and on stage. The film is an allegory 
of rebellion and represents the possibility of freedom for the outcasts. Charlie represents an Artist, free from social 
codes. The playful maverick does not fit the system. Caught in the Prison Factory, Charlie Number 6 rebels and finally 
escapes, showing it is possible to make different choices than the ones offered by society.
That night, at the end of the movie, the Thought Police raid Winston’s apartment, and Winston and Julia are placed 
under arrest  for the multiple crimes they have committed: meeting secretly, sensual activism, journaling against the 
law, buying from the black market, and doubting Big Brother, the leader who has always cared for them…

PART 3 - LOVE REBELS

SCENE 1 “ACTIVIST ACTIVITIES”

Breaking all the rules, Julia visits Winston in his apartment. Winston disconnects the FaceScreen, knowing that in 
doing so he will attract more attention from the Thought Police. But at this point, he hates the Party so much that he 
does not fear the consequences. Together they practice sensual activism. 

Five months pass and the sexual union turns into love and mutual trust.
The couple progressively reverses back into positive values the reversed values once spread by the Little Devil. 
Julia brings home items from the black market, and the lovers enjoy sharing tasty chocolate that once represented 
gluttony. Panties symbolise the transformation of lust into love and respect. The little mirror that once symbolised 
vanity now is a reflection of their faces glowing with love. Paper money is only a way to exchange goods without 
tracking by the financial police; and love and tenderness are stronger than money, anyway. 
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SCENE 3 “ROOM 1O1”

The lovers are separated, and Winston is sent to Room 101 for the ultimate punishment. Imprisoned, weakened, 
Winston appears in an electric chair. A nurse in a black hood tortures and brainwashes him, in order to cure his 
mental disease; his rebellion against the Party and Big Brother. She will make him love Big Brother and believe that 
2+2 =5. Winston resists and gets more electric charges. For him, 2+2=4, and the only thing that matters is Julia.

After the nurse almost kills him by electrocution and he does not give in, she takes off her hood. We discover that 
Winston’s torturer is no other than Julia! Finally he loses all possible hope and capitulates. 2+2 =5.

 

SCENE 4“ALTERNATE ENDING: THE LOVE SOLDIER”

…Rewind!!! The scene of torture goes backwards to the end of the previous scene, when Julia and Winston were 
finishing “The Modern Epoch.” They applaud the grand rebellious hero of the Past and decide to go and meet 
the current leader of the revolution: G-LoveStein- the Love Soldier- and join his Underground Love Army.

CAST:
Winston: Massimo Capuano of Compagnia degli Gnomi
Julia/ The Nurse: Chiara Meloni of Compagnia degli Gnomi
Big Brother/The Little Devil/ Winston’s Consciousness/Charlie Chaplin/ G-LoveStein: Anasma 

ARTISTIC DIRECTION:
Original idea: Anasma and Pierre Rajau-Vuong
Artistic Direction and Conception: Anasma 
Script: Anasma, based on George Orwell’s “1984” and “Chance is Back” album lyrics
Dramaturgical Consultant: Chiara Meloni, Zoe Seoane
Staging: Anasma, Chiara Meloni, Massimo Capuano 
Choreography: Anasma 
Production: Anasma World Citizen Dance, Sarra Vuong
Executive Production: Anasma World Citizen Dance
Video and DVD Production : Ya Salam Videoproduction

SOUNDTRACK:
Musical Producer (Composition, Arranging, Mixing, Mastering): Omar Blastermind
Song writing, Lead Vocals, Chorus: Anasma

VIDEO:
Projection Hawaii, Big Brother videos and editing: Lea et Nicolas Features
Live Camera: Rudi Gascho-von Kapff, Micha Lemke, Micha Thome
Editing: Rudi Gascho-von Kapff in collaboration with Anasma
Trailer Editing: Anasma
3D Logo: Patrick Leboulanger

PHOTOGRAPHY:
Big Brother Photography: Margaux Rodrigues
Live Photography: Andre Elbing, Fabio Torrico, Hartmut Schug
More projection photos: Joe Marquez, Fabio Torrico, Fernando Naiberg, Andre Elbing, Konstanze Wrinkler, Andre 
Bougot, Jocelyne Chaineux, Julia Yakovleva, Antonello Turchetti, Elena Indoitu

GRAPHIC DESIGN:
Anasma, Nicolas Libersalle, World Map by Chiara Meloni, Dossier by Zoe Seoane

LIGHTING DESIGN:
Set and lighting Design: Anasma, Chiara Meloni, Massimo Capuano
Lighting technician: Ansgar and Michelle at the Tanzhaus Dusseldorf
Stage manager: Philip at the Tanzhaus Dusseldorf
Sound and video technician: Benedict at the Tanzhaus Dusseldorf

COSTUME DESIGN: 
Devil Costume, G-LoveStein –Stylism, Cut, Assembling: Sandralis Gines, Original design: Anasma
Devil Collar and Dollar Cape: Bloodrose Nur
Europia 2014 Costumes: Big Brother, Winston, Julia: Anasma and Chiara Meloni
Consciousness: Firefly Style
Charlie Chaplin: Sarra Vuong and Anasma

PROMOTION, COMMUNICATION, TRANSLATION: 
Raqsie Andrea Muraskin, Jenny Nichols, Marcel Bieger and Konstanze Winkler of Hagalla Magazine, Lauren Rajau

“Special Thanks to: Sarra Vuong, Radhia Kastally, Rahma Bel-Bachir Assante, Julie Papandinas, the Rajau Family, the 
Vuong Family, the Love Army dancers, friends and all our generous Kickstarter Donors for their support.”
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CREDITS & CREW

show DURATION: 55 MINS
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COMPAGNIA DEGLI GNOMI
“It’s a game learning to live, learning to die, and to live, and to die, and to live again...”

The show “The King of Gnomes” – Scenario Award semifinalist in 2003 and later staged in collaboration 
with Teatro delle Apparizioni (Rome) – was born from the meeting of the founders of the company, 
Massimo Capuano and Chiara Meloni, and the exchange between their different theatrical backgrounds. 
The production attracted the attention of the audience and critics, and created the reference matrix of 
Compagnia Degli Gnomi’s artistic research project: above all, the “theatrical machine” is human and turns 
on the pivot of an idea-chisel, to carve reality and unlock its shape. (Inspiration comes from the work of 
Michelangelo, who said that he was not engraving the marble, but only removing the superfluous stone to 
reveal the shape hidden within it.)

The company incorporated as a cultural association in 2005, and gave life to the artistic event “Happy 
Birthday Andersen.” From 2005 through 2011, the event hosted more than 100 contemporary artists and 
performers from over 12 countries around the world, and collaborated with scholars and art critics.

Massimo Capuano’s work is directed towards developing the human physical nature in theater, and 
exploring the ability to listen and create through the senses. Chiara Meloni investigates the archetypal 
meanings behind stories, from fairy tales to dramas, from myths to scientific texts, and applies them to 
experimental theater, with particular attention to the performers’ bodies and to each sound, directing all the 
different elements of the show. These parallel paths intersect naturally to deepen and make visible, through 
various shows, different processes of investigating reality and its truth.

The company produces contemporary theater shows for adults and children. With productions such as 
“Erlköni, The King of the Gnomes,” “Expect,” “Khayyam Cabaret” and “Red Shoes x Skeleton Woman,” 
the company participates in exhibitions and festivals throughout Italy, from Udine to Palermo. Thanks to 
the contribution of diverse artists, actors, and musicians, the Compagnia Degli Gnomi explores different 
languages and paths of innovation in a continuous dialogue between ancient and modern. 

  

bios

ANASMA
“The truth is within us already. It is just a matter of revealing it to the light.”

Seen in more than 35 countries, and on five continents, featured in many performance DVDs (Bellydance 
NYC, Tarot Fantasy Bellydance, Fantasy Bellydance, The Bellydance Experience), instructional DVDs 
(Introduction to Liquid Fusion, Wave Explosion) and albums (Songs for Kassar, Chance is Back, 1984…Now 
Original soundtrack), Anasma is a multi-faceted and versatile artist. She wears many hats: artistic director, 
producer, choreographer, dancer, Oriental Fusion master teacher, singer and song-writer.

Half Tunisian and half Vietnamese, having lived in Paris, New York City, and India, Anasma was naturally 
drawn to mixing art forms to express who she is in her art. Drawing from her cross-training in multiple arts 
forms (acting, pantomime, Yoga, Modern Jazz, Contemporary, Oriental Dance, Hip Hop, Salsa, martial arts 
and more), Anasma is known for her avant-garde creativity, powerful body language and her capacity to tell 
stories that touch the public. Always learning and researching, she constantly strives to push the envelope 
while sharing her discoveries with students and audiences in a playful, accepting, empowering atmosphere. 

Dancing from a young age, traveling to dance with semi-professional companies, and appearing on 
TV shows and concerts, Anasma chooses to pursue her passion for dance after obtaining a business 
management  degree from the EDHEC Business School in 2006. That year, she moves to New York City to 
join a professional dance company revered in the bellydance world - Bellyqueen, as one of their principal 
dancers. In 2008, she partners with Ranya Renee to form the Theatrical Bellydance Project, producing 
events exploring and celebrating the encounter between theater techniques and dance. The Theatrical 
Bellydance project has produced four large scale conferences in Manhattan, as well as other intensives 
around the world (Paris, Japan, Sweden). Since 2009 and until today, as a soloist, Anasma tours Europe, 
North and South America and Asia and North Africa to teach and perform in dance festivals, dance schools 
intensives and prestigious theaters. Anasma’s interactive show Get ready, set, dance!, has been presented 
in Paris, NYC, Rome and Milan in 2010-2011. In 2012, she creates the Anasma World Citizen Dance School 
and launches weekly Master Classes and weekend intensives “Gates to Fusion” in Paris collaborating with 
Linda Faoro’s Travelling Dance School. In 2013, she releases her first singing album Chance is Back and 
music video “Ocean Elevation”. In 2014: she directs and produces “1984…Now” live show and original 
sound track. In 2015, Anasma gets a yoga teacher certification from the Ashtanga Yoga Paris school, 
RYT-200 recognized by the international Yoga Alliance. She also follows a professional dance training in 
Modern Jazz, Contemporary in Dominique Lesdema’s school, Studio Heartpoint, and obtains the E.A.T 
Contemporary Degree. 

www.anasmadance.com 



CONTACT AND DISTRIBUTION
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